Sermon Ordinary Sunday 14 Year B 2021
One of the great lessons of the saints, the holy ones of God, is that they never
cease being filled with wonder at the mysterious presence of God they
constantly sense all around them.

The saints perceive God reliably and

sustainably present in the ordinary and everyday. And this, from one of the
great lessons of the Gospels: that God can be found even in a surprising place
like Nazareth. The issue at the heart of the gospel we encounter today can be
our issue as well: a failure to recognise God in our midst; a failure to see that
God might be present and active and at work even in the ordinariness of our
lives, even in the ordinariness of our surroundings, even in the ordinary
people around us.
In the life of faith, one of the issues we might encounter is that we imagine
that our faith, our spirituality, our life with God will always be better
somewhere else, that later on we will have it worked out, that in other people’s
lives God speaks and acts. In other words, God is always active and present
‘over there’, always somewhere else but never here. So, we see people hopping
from church to church, from spiritual guide to spiritual guide, from one
religious fad to another, because ‘this one just isn’t working for me.’ This
phenomenon, of course, just reflects the consumerist culture we live in:
religious ‘products’ can be chosen at will and discarded when they have served
their supposed purpose, or updated when something better comes along. But
God calls us to faithfulness, not novelty. We cannot lay deep roots and draw
deeply from the wells of salvation if we are always looking beyond and over
there. We must learn the hard lesson that if we cannot find God ‘here’ wherever our ‘here’ is - then we are unlikely to find God anywhere.
So, in the life of faith we have to guard against imagining that something
better, truer, more life-giving can only be found somewhere ‘over there.’’ But
we also have to guard against imagining that the life of faith (or a faith that
really counts) will only be seen and experienced in the large, the dramatic and
the imposing. We imagine God’s work will only be forceful and impressive.
And so, in our spiritual life we are left despondent, frustrated and looking
elsewhere when our prayer doesn’t seem to make us ‘feel anything’, when

there are no dramatic healings, when no clear voice is heard. We imagine God
can only be at work (or more at work) in a large congregation with lots
happening. And so, we give up on God or praying or our church because they
do not conform how we think God or our experience of God should be
experienced. We can so limit our idea of how God should be encountered and
known, we risk end up missing him altogether.
For that gathered assembly in the synagogue in Nazareth the messiah will be
revealed somewhere else, somewhere later. Somewhere, but not here. He
couldn’t possibly come from here, couldn’t possibly come from Nazareth, and
most certainly couldn’t come from the household of Mary and Joseph. There
might be an element of familiarity breeds contempt at work here. They know
(or at least, they think they know) Jesus. He has grown up there, played with
their kids, built their houses, fixed their chicken coops, or whatever. They
know his family. All that is to be known and understood from that household
they think they know! It’s all sewn up. It’s all understood…
Even if those congregants at the synagogue at Nazareth marvel at Jesus’
sayings - as they do - and even if they wonder how these miracles are worked
through him - as they do - the blockage, the insurmountable barrier to them
recognising their hoped for and long promised Messiah, is his ordinariness.
‘This is the carpenter, surely’. The tone of snobbish elitism is unmistakable
here: a carpenter, of all things, having these pretensions! They have their own
fixed ideas as to when and where and how the Messiah should come to Israel.
And the one they knew as the carpenter - Mary’s son - simply didn’t fit the bill.
My brothers and sisters, progress in the spiritual life almost always shows
itself in the ability to recognize God more and more in the ordinary, the
everyday. And this just reflects one of the great mysteries of our faith - that
the eternal Son of God became a human being, and that he took that human
form in a town as ordinary and as insignificant as Nazareth. And if there, then
anywhere, even here. Rather than just looking for God somewhere else; rather
than looking for God in the mighty and dramatic, we are invited to celebrate
our Nazareth, to find God where we are - even in our ordinariness. Amen.

